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Why we need dynamic models First principles modelling Transfer function modelling – general First and second order transfer function modelling Design of an insulin delivery system Performance of a second order system Higher order systems Questions and Answers Further Reading
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1. Why we need dynamic models



Reference: Marlin, T.E. (2000). Process dynamics and control, Chapter 3.
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In general …
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Modelling approaches First principles – physical/chemical (fundamental/global) • Model structure by theoretical analysis (e.g. heat transfer) • Model complexity must be determined (assumptions) • Can be computationally expensive (not real-time) • May be expensive/time-consuming to obtain • Good for extrapolation • Does not require experimental data to obtain (data required for validation of the model).



Empirical – based on experimental data • Easier to develop than first principles models • Poor for extrapolation. Reference: Murray, R.M. (2003). System Modelling Lecture.
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Reference: Seborg, D.E. et al. (2004). Process dynamics and control, Chapter 2.
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Define goals



2. First principles modelling Six step modelling procedure We apply this procedure to many physical systems: • Electrical • Mechanical • Electromechanical • Liquid level (hydraulic) • Air pressure (pneumatic), • Temperature, concentration etc. • Biomedical 9
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Formulate the model



Prepare information
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U = internal energy, PE = potential energy, KE = kinetic energy, H = enthalpy, Q = heat transferred to system from surroundings, Ws = work done by system12 on surroundings.



Determine the solution
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Analyse results and validate the data
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3. Transfer function modelling - general



Reference: Marlin, T.E. (2000). Process control, Chapter 4.
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Laplace transform



Transfer function modelling
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Laplace transform
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Some other Laplace transforms
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Reference: Goodwin, G. C. et al. (2001). Control systems design, Chapter 4.
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Transfer functions: models valid for any input function



Block diagram
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2nd order process models



1st order process models



Reference: Marlin, T.E. (2000). Process control, Chapter 5.
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Integrator process model



Structures of process systems
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Non-interacting, series structure
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Non-interacting, series structure
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Non-interacting, series structure



Structures of process systems
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Structures of process systems
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Structures of process systems
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Parallel structures



Parallel structures
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Recycle structures



Structures of process systems
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1st and 2nd order transfer function models



4. First and second order transfer function models



Connecting to an oscilloscope, we expect the following:



Transfer function models may be derived for a wide variety of physical systems using first principles modelling. We will explore the development of first and second order models for electrical circuits, as a means of introducing some general comments on such models.



Simulation tools may be useful to model the transfer functions; the most widely used simulation tool is MATLAB/SIMULINK.



This is a linear, first order model, with a time constant = CR.
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1st and 2nd order transfer function models
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1st and 2nd order transfer function models
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1st and 2nd order transfer function models



1st and 2nd order transfer function models underdamped
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1st and 2nd order transfer function models We can explore the effect of changing the damping factor, say by varying R:
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1st and 2nd order transfer function models



underdamped



comparison of step responses critical damping
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overdamped
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1st and 2nd order transfer function models



comparison of ramp responses



comparison of pulse responses



5. Design of an insulin delivery system Control systems methods have been applied to the biomedical field to create an implantable insulin delivery system for persons suffering from diabetes. When food is eaten and digested, sugars (mainly glucose) are absorbed into the bloodstream. Normally, the pancreas secretes insulin into the bloodstream to metabolise the sugar. However, the pancreas of a person suffering from diabetes secretes insufficient insulin to metabolise blood sugar; blood sugar levels can then become high enough to cause damage to the organs of the body. One solution to this problem is for the diabetic person to take one injection of insulin each day. Figure (a) shows typical blood sugar and insulin concentration histories over one day for a healthy person.



don’t you just love underdamped systems ? 45
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Design of an insulin delivery system



Figure (b) shows typical blood sugar and insulin concentration histories over one day for a person suffering from diabetes, who takes one insulin injection in the morning.



Notice in figure (b) that blood sugar is often higher than normal (compared to figure (a)), but the sugar concentration is far less than would be the case if no insulin had been injected. A higher does of insulin could be taken in the morning to counteract the low insulin residual after dinner, but then blood sugar concentration could be driven very low in the morning (a condition known as hypoglycemia, characterised by weakness, trembling and possibly fainting). Three injections a day of insulin is generally not realistic, because of damage to veins and skin that would result. Reference: Stefani, R.T. et al. (2002). Design of feedback control systems, Chapter 2.
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An automatic control system of interest consists of a tiny insulin reservoir, control motor and a pump implanted in the body below the diaphragm (an electronic pancreas). This electronic pancreas delivers insulin, using preprogrammed commands intended to establish insulin levels close to those of a healthy person. The pump runs at higher rates after meals than otherwise. The patient must time meals to complement the behaviour of the implanted system, but injections are required only every few weeks, to refill the insulin reservoir. The insulin delivery system is an open-loop one:



The objective is to programme the signal generator to drive the motor pump in such a way that the actual insulin delivery rate, I(t), approximates 48 a desired delivery rate, ID(t).
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Design of an insulin delivery system



Figure (a) below shows an approximate ID(t) over an 8-hour period. −at Figure (b) shows a mathematical function I( t ) = Ate u ( t ), which has the Laplace transform A I(s) = L[I( t )] = (s + a )2



• The maximum of I(t) is obtained by putting the time derivative of I(t) equal to zero; this allows a to be determined:



• The area under I(t) is obtained by integrating I(t) from t = 0 to infinity; this allows A to be determined:



I(t) approximates ID(t) well when A and a are selected so that • I(t) is a maximum at t = 3600 seconds, and • the areas under the two curves are equal, with value 0.17 cubic centimeters.



….. done using integration by parts 49
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Design of an insulin delivery system Considering the insulin delivery system again:



I(t) must be produced by R(t). Thus,



Thus, the required programme signal for each mealtime, R(s), is:
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Design of an insulin delivery system



Design of an insulin delivery system Looking up the Laplace tables, R(s) is equivalent to



[



R ( t ) = 2.85.10 −2 e −2.78.10



We need to get the equivalent of this Laplace transform in the time domain, to be able to set up the programmed signal generator:



−4



t



+ 5.69.10 −3 te −2.78.10



−4



t



]u(t) volts



This is sketched in Figure (a) below. Repetition of the motor drive signal three times a day will provide insulin delivery for periodic meals, as shown in Figure (b).
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The electronic pancreas described was introduced to the market in 1981. A refinement of the product was subsequently introduced to allow the automatic recording and transmission over the telephone to the patients doctor of • the programmed rate of infusion of insulin • the amount of insulin in the reservoir • the battery charge The doctor can also re-programme the pump over the telephone line. Reference: Horgan, J. (1985). Medical Electronics, IEEE Spectrum, January, pp. 89-94.



A third generation electronic pancreas subsequently entered development. In this product, a closed loop control system was proposed, in which the patients blood glucose level was directly measured and compared to a desired blood glucose level; the error signal drives the pump to produce the insulin level which minimises the error.



This frees the patient from some dietary requirements. 55
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Design of an insulin delivery system Some further reading: Carson, E.R. and Deutsch, T. (1992). “A spectrum of approaches for controlling diabetes”, IEEE Control Systems Magazine, December, 25-31. • Parker, R.S. et al. (2001). “The intravenous route to blood glucose control”, IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Magazine, January, pp. 65-73. • Chee, F. et al. (2003). “Expert PID control system for blood glucose control in critically ill patients”, IEEE Trans. on Information Technology in Biomedicine, 7, 4, December, pp. 419-425. • Ramprasad, Y. et al. (2004). “Robust PID controller for blood glucose regulation in Type I diabetics”, Industrial Engineering Chemistry Research, 43, 8257-8268. • Dua, P. et al. (2006). “Model-based blood glucose control for Type 1 diabetes via parametric programming”, IEEE Trans. on Biomedical Engineering, 53, 8, pp. 1478-1491. All IEEE references are available at http://www.dit.ie/DIT/library/resources/databases/index.html - go to IEEE/IET Electronic Library (IEL).
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Performance of a second order system



6. Performance of a second order system
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Rise time
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Time to first peak
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% overshoot



+/- 5%, +/-2% settling time



Time to first peak:
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Higher order systems



7. Higher order systems Equations for performance parameters (rise time, settling time overshoot) may be obtained for systems higher than 2nd order, in a similar manner to the calculations for a 2nd order system. However, it is difficult to determine the inverse Laplace of higher order systems. Fortunately, many higher order systems behave like second order systems, as many higher order systems have a pair of dominant poles.



2nd order system response



3rd order system response
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Higher order systems



Higher order systems A time delay may be used to approximate high order model dynamics. Consider the step response of a hypothetical nth order system: The step response is well approximated by a time delay of 1 second, as n increases.



In some cases, a time delay term may be used in a process model as an approximation for a number of small time constants e.g. if



Step responses of these five systems may be obtained in SIMULINK.
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8. Questions and Awnsers
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• Linearise a non-linear function



Answer



No. Laplace transforms do not linearise functions. Linearisation can be achieved using a Taylor series expansion (discussed in more detail later).



Which of the following are reasons for using Laplace transforms in control?



• Solve differential equations to determine the dependent variables as a function of time.



• Linearise a non-linear function • Solve differential equations to determine the dependent variables as a function of time. • Establish key aspects of dynamic behaviour from the transfer functions (e.g. stability, damping etc.) • Determine how the steadystate gain depends on equipment design and operating conditions.



Yes. Laplace transforms provide us with a very effective method of determining the analytical solutions of many differential equations. When the inverse Laplace transform is attainable, determining the dependent variables as a function of time is useful to study the behaviour of dynamic systems.



• Establish key aspects of dynamic behaviour from the transfer functions (e.g. stability, damping etc.) Yes. Even when the inverse Laplace transform is not available, the transfer functions of the given system can be constructed from which deep insight into the dynamic behaviour can be determined. For instance the stability of the system and the state of damping.



• Determine how the steady-state gain depends on equipment design and operating conditions. 67



No. Determining the relationship between the steady-state gain and the equipment and operating conditions can be done by linearising the mathematical models. Laplace transforms are not required.
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Answer



Question



No, this selection represents a step response prior to t=20. The output would never change BEFORE the input changes. This response would indicate a negative dead time, which is not possible in process systems because it represents looking into the future!



Select the output response of a process whose only dynamics are a pure dead time to a step input at t = 20 . We do not know the value of the dead time.



No, the response in this selection is not that of a perfect step output to a dead time. The output response is delayed, which indicates some dead time, but the output changes over time after the dead time. This output would result from a dead time in series with a first order system. Remember that we are considering a pure dead time in this question. No, this response indicates that the process has no dynamics, because the output responds immediately and changes to its finally steady-state without delay.



Yes, In this response we can see that the dead time is roughly 10 time units. From this figure we note that the change in the output is negative. This could be because the input change was negative (with a positive process gain) or 70 the process gain is negative (with a positive input change).
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Question



• The output of each system affects all other systems.



Answer



No. The output of any given system in a non-interacting series will not affect any upstream units, only those that are located downstream.



Processes are often connected in series. Noninteracting first order systems in series have the following property: • • • •



The output The output The output The output



of each system of each system of each system of each system



• The output of each system affects only downstream systems. Yes. Only the downstream units, when connected in series, can be affected by the output of a given unit.



• The output of each system affects only one other system. No.



• The output of each system affects no other system.



affects all other systems. affects only downstream systems. affects only one other system. affects no other system.



No. When systems are connected in series, the output of the first system becomes the input of the second and so on. The output of any given unit must therefore affect other systems.
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Question



• liquid flow through pipes.



Answer



Yes, dead times occur when liquid flows through pipes.



Apparent dead time can result from:



• solid transport by conveyer belts



• liquid flow through pipes. • solid transport by conveyer belts • several first order systems in series. • a delay in measuring an output process variable.



Yes. Solid transport by conveyor is very similar to liquid transport in pipes in terms of dead time. For example, if there were a step change in the composition of a solid on a conveyor, the dead time would equal the elapsed time of transport to the next system.



• several first order systems in series. Yes. Several first order systems in series create an apparent dead time. In the case of a step input starting from steady state, the apparent dead time is due to the initial portion of the sigmoidal output response which results. This initial portion has a very small slope.



• a delay in measuring an output process variable. Yes. Delays in measuring output process variables are common causes of dead times. This should be avoided in the design phase of the control system, if possible.
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Question and Answer
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Question and Answer
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Question



Answer
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Question
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Answer
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Question
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Answer



Question



Answer
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9. Further Reading Many control textbooks deal with this topic in detail. Three examples are: • Seborg, D.E., Edgar, T.F. and Mellichamp, D.A. (2004). Process dynamics and control, Chapters 2 to 6. • Marlin, T.E. (2000). Process control, Chapters 3 to 5. • Dorf, R.C. and Bishop, R.H. (2005). Modern Control Systems, Chapters 2 and 5.
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